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Life on Earth Came from Other Planets
2010-11-01

contents selected from volumes 3 and 14 journal of cosmology

あのコの、トリコ。（２）
2014-04-25

a masterly overview of the development of cosmological thinking from the greeks via newton and einstein to the present day it is science s last and greatest challenge fathoming the depths of the night sky the objective to
crack the cosmic code to unravel the blueprint for nature s grandest conception a machine constructed on an unimaginably vast scale the universe itself today s model of an expanding universe the big bang cosmology is
actually built on principles derived from a few simple mathematical equations gravity warped space time quantum mechanics the physics of the subatomic these crucial insights stemming from einstein s revolutionary theories
of relativity have led to a simple and elegant framework within which the whole of the universe over billions of years has been described but recent evidence has begun to make wrinkles in the neat fabric of the big bang
cosmology there is now overwhelming evidence that there is far more stuff in the universe than we can see what and where is this dark matter and it now appears that the expansion of the universe is accelerating something
out there some exotic dark energy is acting against gravity to push space and time apart while offering a critical view of how all the pieces in our current model fit together pedro ferreira argues that einstein s universe may be
just another stepping stone towards a new more profound and effective cosmology in the future

The State of the Universe
2007-08-08

contents i how consciousness became the universe 1 how consciousness becomes the physical universe 2 perceived reality quantum mechanics and consciousness 3 quantum reality and mind 4 space time and consciousness
5 does the universe have cosmological memory does this imply cosmic consciousness 6 cosmological foundations of consciousness 7 what consciousness does a quantum cosmology of mind 8 detecting mass consciousness
effects of globally shared attention and emotion ii neuroscience cosmology and the evolution of consciousness of the universe 9 paleolithic cosmic consciousness of the cosmos 10 the brain and consciousness dynamics and
evolution 11 quantum physics the multiplicity of mind split brains fragmented minds dissociation quantum consciousness 12 many mansions special relativity higher dimensional space neuroscience consciousness and time 13
brain consciousness and free will 14 consciousness in the universe neuroscience quantum space time geometry and orch or theory iii consciousness quantum physics relativity precognition retrocausation multiple dimensions
entanglement time 15 the theory of mindtime 16 consciousness of continuity in time 17 the time machine of consciousness past present future exist simultaneously entanglement tachyons relative time circle of time quantum
time dream time precognition retrocausation deja vu and premonitions 18 the observer s now past and future in physics from a psycho biological perspective 19 synchronicity entanglement quantum information and the
psyche 20 consciousness the paranormal and higher dimensions iv uncertainty principle parallel universes wave functions entanglement violations of causality and paradoxes of time travel 21 multiverse scenarios in
cosmology classification cause challenge controversy and criticism 22 classical anthropic everett model indeterminacy in a preordained multiverse 23 cosmology the uncertainty principle wave function probability
entanglement and multiple worlds 24 logic of quantum mechanics parallel worlds and phenomenon of consciousness v the affect of consciousness observing the universe 25 consciousness and quantum physics a
deconstruction of the topic 26 consciousness and quantum measurement 27 a quantum physical effect of consciousness 28 the conscious observer in the quantum experiment 29 does quantum mechanics require a conscious
observer 30 quantum physics advanced waves and consciousness 31 how consciousness became the universe

How Consciousness Became the Universe
2017-02-10

an award winning astronomer and physicist s spellbinding and urgent call for a new enlightenment and the recognition of the preciousness of life using reason and curiosity the foundations of science to study nurture and
ultimately preserve humanity as we face the existential crisis of climate change since copernicus humanity has increasingly seen itself as adrift an insignificant speck within a large cold universe brazilian physicist astronomer
and winner of the 2019 templeton prize marcelo gleiser argues that it is because we have lost the spark of the enlightenment that has guided human development over the past several centuries while some scientific efforts
have been made to overcome this increasingly bleak perspective the ongoing search for life on other planets the recent idea of the multiverse they have not been enough to overcome the core problem we ve lost our moral
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mission and compassionate focus in our scientific endeavors gleiser argues that we re using the wrong paradigm to relate to the universe and our position in it in this deeply researched and beautifully rendered book he calls
for us to embrace a new life centric perspective one which recognizes just how rare and precious life is and why it should be our mission to preserve and nurture it the dawn of a mindful universe addresses the current
environmental and scientific impasses and how the scientific community can find solutions to them gleiser s paradigm rethinks the ideals of the enlightenment and proposes a new direction for humanity one driven by human
reason and curiosity whose purpose is to save civilization itself within this model we can once again see ourselves as the center of the universe the place where life becomes conscious and regain a clear moral compass which
can be used to guide both science and the politics around it

The Dawn of a Mindful Universe
2023-08-22

健康と美のエッセンシャルオイル
2019-05-14

二つのプラハ物語
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